
Investment risks include market 
risk, international investment risk, 
sector risk and non-traditional 
index methodology risk. The Fund’s 
returns can be expected to be more 
volatile (ie vary up and down) than 
broad shares exposure, given its 
more concentrated exposure. For 
more information on risks and other 
features of the Fund, please see the 
Product Disclosure Statement.

A portfolio of global companies leading 
the fight against climate change
The Betashares Climate Change Innovation ETF (ASX: ERTH) provides exposure to a 
portfolio of some of the world’s leading companies at the forefront of tackling today’s 
climate and environmental challenges.

BROAD RANGE OF CLIMATE 
INNOVATION, ESG SCREENS APPLIED

MAKE A DIFFERENCEEXPOSURE TO AN INVESTMENT 
‘MEGATREND’

‘PURE’ EXPOSURE TO CLIMATE 
CHANGE THEMATIC

Demand for products and services to 
tackle the world’s growing climate and 
environment related problems is anticipated 
to rise strongly over the long term.

ERTH’s index methodology applies a 50% 
‘green revenue’ threshold to each holding, 
which means portfolio holdings provide 
a relatively ‘pure’ exposure to the Climate 
Change thematic.

By supporting companies that are leading 
the fight to create a more sustainable 
planet, investors in ERTH can be confident 
that their investment dollars are having a 
positive impact.

ERTH provides exposure to a broad range 
of solutions, including clean energy, electric 
vehicles, energy efficiency technologies, 
sustainable food, water efficiency and 
pollution control.

Companies with direct involvement in fossil 
fuel activities, and certain other negative 
business activities, are excluded. 

• Companies must be listed 
on a securities exchange 
in a developed country, 
or one of a range of 
emerging markets.

• Up to 100 of the largest 
companies that meet the 
50% environmental related 
activities revenue threshold 
are included in the Index.

• Companies with direct 
involvement in fossil fuel 
activities, and certain other 
negative business activities, 
are excluded.

Eligibility for inclusion in ERTH
To be eligible for inclusion in ERTH, a company must derive at least 
50% of its business revenue from activities that enable the reduction 
or avoidance of CO2 emissions within one or more of the following 
categories:
• Green energy • Green transportation

• Water and waste improvements • Sustainable products

• Decarbonisation enabling 
solutions

Wind power generation

Energy efficient indoor climate solutions

Hydrogen fuel cells

Transport energy efficiency

Water, hygiene and infection prevention

Recycling and waste processing

Examples of ERTH portfolio holdings:

Betashares Capital Ltd (ABN 78 139 566 868 AFS Licence 341181) is the issuer. Read the Target Market Determination and PDS at 
www.betashares.com.au and consider with your financial adviser whether the product is appropriate for your circumstances. The 
value of the units may go down as well as up. The Fund should only be considered as a component of a diversified portfolio. 

Buy and sell like any share on the ASX using the code: ERTH

No assurance is given that these companies will remain in the portfolio or generate positive returns.
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